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Abstract
Motivated by parallel routing in networks with faults, we study the following graph theo-
retical problem. Let G be a graph of minimum vertex degree d. We say that G is strongly
Menger-connected if for any copy Gf of G with at most d − 2 nodes removed, every pair of
nodes u and v in Gf are connected by min{degf (u); degf (v)} node-disjoint paths in Gf , where
degf (u) and degf (v) are the degrees of the nodes u and v in Gf , respectively. We show that the
star graphs, which are a recently proposed attractive alternative to the widely used hypercubes
as network models, are strongly Menger-connected. An algorithm of optimal running time is
developed that constructs the maximum number of node-disjoint paths of nearly optimal length
in star graphs with faults.
? 2002 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Parallel routing (i.e., construction of node-disjoint paths) has been an important issue
in the study of computer networks. Routing by node-disjoint paths between nodes can
not only avoid communication bottlenecks, thus increase the e9ciency of message
transmission, but also provide alternative paths in case of node failures. By the famous
Menger’s Theorem [14], if a network G is a d-connected graph, then every pair of
nodes in G are connected by d node-disjoint paths.
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With the continuous increasing in network size, routing in networks with faults has
become unavoidable. Suppose that the network G has a set Sf of faulty nodes. Let u
and v be two non-faulty nodes in G. Based on local information, we know the numbers
degf (u) and degf (v) of non-faulty neighbors of u and v, respectively, and are interested
in constructing the maximum number of node-disjoint fault-free paths between u and
v. Obviously, the number of node-disjoint fault-free paths between u and v cannot be
larger than min{degf (u); degf (v)}. We are interested in the precise bound on the size
of the faulty node set Sf such that for any two non-faulty nodes u and v in G, there
are min{degf (u); degf (v)} node-disjoint fault-free paths connecting u and v. Note that
this problem has a strong similarity to that of Menger’s Theorem.
Suppose that the minimum vertex degree of the graph G is d. Then, in general the
number of faulty nodes in the set Sf should not exceed d− 2. This can be justiHed as
follows. Let u0 be a node of degree d which has a neighbor u of degree d1, and let
v be another node of degree d2, where d6d16d2, such that no neighbor of u0 is a
neighbor of u or of v. Now make the d− 1 neighbors of u0 that are not u faulty. Note
that all neighbors of u and v remain non-faulty since no neighbor of u0 is a neighbor
of u or of v. However, there are obviously no d1 node-disjoint fault-free paths in the
graph G from u to v since one of the d1 neighbors of u, the node u0, leads to a
“dead-end”. This motivates the following deHnition:
Denition. A graph G of minimum vertex degree d is strongly Menger-connected if
for any copy Gf of G with at most d−2 nodes removed, each pair u and v of nodes in
the graph Gf are connected by min{degf (u); degf (v)} node-disjoint paths in Gf , where
degf (u) and degf (v) are the degrees of the nodes u and v in Gf , respectively.
Because of its motivation, in case the graph is strongly Menger-connected, we are
also interested in constructing the node-disjoint paths so that the path lengths are
minimized. To authors’ knowledge, there has not been a systematic study on this issue
on popular network structures. Some related research includes Galil and Yu’s work on
constructing short node-disjoint paths in a general graph [10] and Hsu’s work on graph
containers [13]. However, neither of them considered graphs with faulty nodes.
It is particularly interesting to study strong Menger-connectivity on regular graphs.
A d-regular graph G (i.e., all nodes in G have degree d) is maximally connected if it
is d-connected. It is not hard to see that strong Menger-connectivity is a generalization
of the maximal connectivity. In fact, after removing 0 nodes, all nodes in a d-regular
graph G still have degree d. Thus, by the deHnition, if G is strongly Menger-connected,
then every pair of nodes in G are connected by d node-disjoint paths. By Menger’s
Theorem, the graph G must be d-connected, thus maximally connected. On the other
hand, it is easy to construct a maximally connected regular graph that is not strongly
Menger-connected.
We will discuss the strong Menger-connectivity in detail on star graphs [3], which
have received considerable attention recently as an attractive alternative to the widely
used hypercubes as network models, because of their rich structure, smaller diameter,
lower degree, and symmetry properties [3,19]. We provide another advantage for star
graphs in this paper by showing that star graphs are strongly Menger-connected and
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developing an algorithm of optimal running time that constructs the maximum number
of node-disjoint paths of nearly optimal length between any two nodes in the n-star
graph with at most n−3 nodes removed (note that the n-star graph is (n−1)-regular).
We brieMy mention the related research on star graphs. Constructing a single path
between two nodes in star graphs with faults has been studied extensively [1–4,11,18].
Constructing node-disjoint paths in star graphs without faulty nodes has also been stud-
ied [6–9,12]. In particular, an e9cient algorithm has been developed [6] that constructs
the maximum number of node-disjoint paths of optimal length for any two given nodes
in star graphs. A randomized algorithm, based on the information dispersal algorithm
(IDA) [16], for constructing node-disjoint paths in star graphs with faults was proposed
in [17].
2. Preliminaries
A permutation u = 〈a1a2 · · · an〉 of 〈12 · · · n〉 can be given by a product of disjoint
cycles [5], which is called the cycle structure of u. A cycle is trivial if it contains
only one symbol. The cycle containing the symbol 1 will be called the primary cycle.
For example, the permutation 〈32541〉 has the cycle structure (351)(2)(4), where the
primary cycle (351) indicates that 3 is at 1’s position, 5 is at 3’s position, and 1 is at
5’s position. The trivial cycles (2) and (4) indicate that 2 and 4 are in their “correct”
positions.
We deHne a group of operations i on permutations for 16 i6 n. For any permu-
tation u, i(u) is the permutation obtained from u by exchanging the Hrst symbol and
the ith symbol in u. For example, 3(〈52431〉) = 〈42531〉. Let us consider how these
operations change the cycle structure of a permutation. Write a permutation u in its
cycle structure
u= (a11 · · · a1n11)(a21 · · · a2n2 ) · · · (ak1 · · · aknk ):
If the ith symbol a of u is not in the primary cycle, then i(u) “merges” the cycle
containing a into the primary cycle. More precisely, let a = a21 (note that each cycle
can be cyclically permuted and the cycle order is irrelevant), then
i(u) = (a21 · · · a2n2a11 · · · a1n11)(a31 · · · a3n3 ) · · · (ak1 · · · aknk ):
If the ith symbol a is in the primary cycle, then i(u) “splits” the primary cycle into
two cycles. More precisely, suppose that a = a1j, where 16 j6 n1 + 1 and we have
let a1n1+1 = 1, then
i(u) = (a11 · · · a1j−1)(a1j · · · a1n11)(a21 · · · a2n2 ) · · · (ak1 · · · aknk ):
In particular, if a = a12, then we say that the operation i “deletes” the Hrst symbol
a11 from the primary cycle.
The n-star graph Sn is an undirected graph consisting of n! nodes labeled with the
n! permutations on 〈12 · · · n〉. A node u in Sn has n − 1 neighbors i(u), 26 i6 n.
The n-star graph Sn is vertex-symmetric [3]. Thus, a set of node-disjoint paths from a
node w to a node v in Sn can be mapped to a set of node-disjoint paths from a node u
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to the node  in a straightforward way, where  is the identity permutation 〈12 · · · n〉.
Thus, we only need to concentrate on node-disjoint paths from u to  in the n-star
graph Sn. Denote by dist(u) the distance from u to . The value dist(u) can be easily
computed using the formula given in [3].
It has been known [6] that the following are necessary and su9cient rules for tracing
a shortest path from a node u to the node  in the n-star graph Sn:
Shortest Path Rules (brieMy sp-rules)
1. If u has a trivial primary cycle, then in the next node on a shortest path from u to
, a non-trivial cycle is merged into the primary cycle.
2. If u has a non-trivial primary cycle (a11a12 · · · a1n11), then in the next node on a
shortest path from u to , either another non-trivial cycle is merged into the primary
cycle, or the Hrst symbol a11 is deleted from the primary cycle.
Remark 1. If an edge [u; v] in Sn does not follow the sp-rules, then dist(v)=dist(u)+1
[6]. Thus, the length of a path from u to  in which exactly k edges do not follow the
sp-rules is equal to dist(u) + 2k.
Two simple procedures [6] will be used in tracing a shortest path from a node u to
. The Hrst is the “Delete” procedure, written as → D· · · →, which repeatedly deletes
the Hrst symbol in the non-trivial primary cycle. The second is the Merge–Delete
procedure, written as → M+D· · · →, which works in two stages: Hrst repeatedly merges in
an arbitrary order each of the non-trivial cycles into the primary cycle, then repeatedly
deletes the Hrst symbol in the primary cycle. It is easy to verify that both procedures
follow the sp-rules strictly.
For the n-star graph Sn, let Sn[i] be the set of nodes in which the symbol 1 is at
the ith position. It is well-known [1] that the set Sn[1] is an independent set, and the
subgraph induced by the set Sn[i] for i = 1 is an (n− 1)-star graph. Note that a node
is in the substar Sn[i], i = 1, if and only if the primary cycle of the node is of form
(· · · i1), and a node is in Sn[1] if and only if the primary cycle of the node is trivial.
A nice property of the Delete and Merge–Delete procedures is that if they start with
a node u in the substar Sn[i], i = 1, then all nodes, possibly except the last one, on
the constructed shortest path are also in the substar Sn[i].
3. Bridging paths from a node to a substar
Our algorithm is based on the concept of bridging paths that connect a given node
to a speciHc substar in the n-star graph. In this section, we give formal deHnitions for
bridging paths, and study their properties.
Lemma 3.1. Let i¿ 1 and S−n [i] be the substar Sn[i] with ki6 n− 3 nodes removed,
i()∈ S−n [i]. For any node u in S−n [i], a path P from u to i() in S−n [i] can be
constructed in time O(kin + n) such that P has at most two edges (in case the
primary cycle of u is (i1), one edge) not following the sp-rules.
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Fig. 1. Bridging paths from node u to substar Sn[j]: (A) u is in Sn[1]; and (B) u is in Sn[i].
Proof. Day and Tripathi [8] have presented the following results: for any node u in
the n-star graph Sn, there are n−1 node-disjoint paths connecting u and , each can be
constructed in time O(n) independently. Moreover, each of these paths has at most two
edges (in case u is in Sn[1], at most one edge) not following the sp-rules. Applying
Day and Tripathi’s algorithm on the (n − 1)-substar Sn[i], we can obtain n − 2 such
node-disjoint paths in Sn[i] connecting a node u in S−n [i] and the node i(). Since
ki6 n−3, by tracing at most ki+1 of these node-disjoint paths, in time O(kin+n), we
can Hnd a path from u to i() in S−n [i] that satisHes the conditions in the lemma.
Denition. Let u be a node in the n-star graph Sn and u′ be a neighbor of u in the
substar Sn[i], i = 1. For each neighbor v of u′, v = u, a (u′; j)-bridging path P from u
to Sn[j], j = 1; i, is deHned as follows: if v is in Sn[1] then P = [u; u′; v; j(v)], while
if v is in Sn[i] then P = [u; u′; v; i(v); j(i(v))].
Thus, from each neighbor u′ in Sn[i] of the node u, i = 1, there are n − 2 (u′; j)-
bridging paths of length bounded by 4 that connect the node u to the substar Sn[j].
See Fig. 1 for an intuitive illustration for bridging paths.
Since no two nodes in Sn[i] share the same neighbor in Sn[1] and no two nodes in
Sn[1] share the same neighbor in Sn[j], for any neighbor u′ of u, two (u′; j)-bridging
paths from u to Sn[j] have only the nodes u and u′ in common. Moreover, for any two
neighbors u′ and u′′ of u in Sn[i] (in this case, the node u must itself be also in Sn[i]),
since u′ and u′′ have no other common neighbor except u (see, for example [7,8]), a
(u′; j)-bridging path from u to Sn[j] and a (u′′; j)-bridging path from u to Sn[j] share
no nodes except u.
Denition. Let u be a node in Sn and u′ be a neighbor of u in Sn[i], i = 1. A
(u′; j)-bridging path P from u to Sn[j] is divergent if in the subpath of P from u to
Sn[1], there are three edges not following the sp-rules.
Note that the subpath from u to Sn[1] of a (u′; j)-bridging path P contains at most
three edges. In particular, if the subpath contains only two edges, then the path P is
automatically non-divergent.
Lemma 3.2. A divergent (u′; j)-bridging path P from a node u to a substar Sn[j],
where u′ ∈ Sn[i], i = 1; j, can be extended into a path Q from u to j() in time
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O(n), such that at most 4 edges in Q do not follow the sp-rules and the extended
part is entirely in Sn[j]. Moreover, for two divergent (u′; j)-bridging paths, the two
corresponding extended paths only share the nodes u, u′, and j().
Proof. Let P be a divergent (u′; j)-bridging path from the node u to the substar Sn[j],
where u′ is a neighbor of u. Since P is divergent, it has length 4. Thus, the path can
be written as P = {u; u′; v; v′; v′′}, where u′ is in Sn[i], v is a neighbor of u′ in Sn[i],
v′ = i(v) is in Sn[1], and v′′ = j(v′) is in Sn[j].
Let u′=(a1 · · · api1)∗∗, where “∗ ∗” stands for “other cycles”. Since the edge [u′; v]
does not follow the sp-rules and v is in Sn[i], the node v must have the form either
v=(ba1 · · · api1)∗∗, where (b) is a trivial cycle in u′, or v=(a1 · · · aq)(aq+1 · · · api1)∗∗,
where 26 q6p. Now since [v; v′] is an edge in Sn and v′ is in Sn[1], the node v′ must
be of the form either v′ = (ba1 · · · api)(1) ∗ ∗, or v′ = (aq+1 · · · api)(1) ∗ ∗. Moreover,
since the edge [v; v′] does not follow the sp-rules, when v′ = (aq+1 · · · api)(1) ∗ ∗, we
must have q+16p. In summary, if P is a divergent path, then the fourth node v′ on
P must be of form (b1b2 · · · i)(1), where the cycle (b1b2 · · · i) is non-trivial. Moreover,
the (u′; j)-bridging path P is distinguished from other divergent (u′; j)-bridging paths
by the symbol b1 in the above format (i.e., two diQerent divergent (u′; j)-bridging paths
will have two diQerent symbols b1 in the above format).
Now consider the fourth edge [v′; v′′] on P, where v′′ is in Sn[j], j = 1; i.
If j is in a trivial cycle in v′, then the extended path Q is
u → u′ → v → v′ = (b1b2 · · · i)(1) ∗ ∗ → v′′ = (b1b2 · · · i)(j1) ∗ ∗
→ (b2 · · · ib1j1) ∗ ∗ → M+D· · · → (b1j1) → (j1) = j(): (1)
The extended path Q has no common nodes in Sn[j], except j(), with the paths
extended from the other (u′; j)-bridging paths since the symbol b1 distinguishes the
path Q from other extended paths: the Hrst part of Q has a unique cycle (b1b2 · · · i)
while the second part of Q has a cycle of the unique format (· · · b1j1).
If j is in a non-trivial cycle in v′, then there are two possible cases:
Case 1: j is not in the cycle (b1b2 · · · i). Then the extended path Q is
u → u′ → v → v′ = (b1b2 · · · i)(1) ∗ ∗ → v′′ = (b1b2 · · · i)(· · · j1) ∗ ∗ → D· · ·
→ (b1b2 · · · i)(j1) ∗ ∗ → (b2 · · · ib1j1) ∗ ∗ → M+D· · ·
→ (b1j1) → (j1) = j(): (2)
Again, because of b1, the extended path Q has no common nodes in Sn[j], except
j(), with the paths extended from the other (u′; j)-bridging paths.
Case 2: j is in the cycle (b1b2 · · · i).
If j = b1, then (b1b2 · · · i) = (b2 · · · ij), and the path Q is
u → u′ → v → v′ = (b2 · · · ij)(1) ∗ ∗ → v′′ = (b2 · · · ij1) ∗ ∗
→ M+D· · · → (ij1) → (j1) = j(): (3)
This path is node-disjoint from the paths extended from the other (u′; j)-bridging paths
because all nodes of it in Sn[j] (other than j()) contain a cycle of form (· · · ij1).
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If j = b1, then (b1b2 · · · i) = (b1 · · · j · · · i), and the path Q is
u → u′ → v → v′ = (b1 · · · j · · · i)(1) ∗ ∗ → v′′ = (· · · ib1 · · · j1) ∗ ∗
→ (· · · ib1 · · ·)(j1) ∗ ∗ → (· · · ib1j1) ∗ ∗ → M+D· · ·
→ (b1j1) → (j1) = j(): (4)
Again this path is node-disjoint from the paths extended from the other (u′; j)-bridging
paths because of the symbol b1.
For all cases, we can easily verify that the path Q contains at most 4 edges not
following the sp-rules, and that the part of Q extended from the (u′; j)-bridging path
P is entirely in the substar Sn[j]. Finally, from the sequences (1)–(4), it can be easily
seen that the construction of the path Q takes time O(n) and is independent of the
construction of the other paths.
4. The strong Menger-connectivity of star graphs
We are ready to present our main algorithm. Let S−n be the n-star graph Sn with at
most n− 3 nodes removed and ∈ S−n . Denote by degf (u) the degree of a node u in
the graph S−n . The algorithm is presented in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. Node-disjoint paths in Sn with 6 n− 3 nodes removed.
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Theorem 4.1. The algorithm M-connectivity has its running time bounded by O(n2)
and constructs min{degf (u); degf ()} node-disjoint paths of length bounded by
dist(u) + 8 from u to  in the graph S−n , where dist(u) is the distance from u to
 in the original n-star graph Sn.
Proof. Step 1 of the algorithm constructs paths between some neighbors of the nodes
u and , Step 2 of the algorithm maximally pairs the remaining neighbors of u and ,
and Step 3 constructs a path from u to  for each of these pairs. Thus, the number of
paths constructed by the algorithm M-connectivity is exactly min{degf (u); degf ()}.
What remain to discuss are the node-disjointness, the length of these paths, and the
complexity of the algorithm.
First consider Step 1 of the algorithm. In case u is in Sn[1], for each index j = 1
with both j(u) and j() in S−n , since both j(u) and j() are in Sn[j], by Lemma
3.1, we can construct in time O(kjn + n) a path Qj from j(u) to j() in S−n that
is entirely in Sn[j] such that at most two edges in Qj do not follow the sp-rules,
where kj6 n−3 is the number of nodes removed from Sn[j]. Now the path Pj from u
through Qj to  has at most three edges not following the sp-rules (the edge [j(); ]
always follows the sp-rules). By Remark 1, the length of the path Pj is bounded by
dist(u) + 6. This path Pj is disjoint with other paths constructed in Step 1 because all
internal nodes of Pj are in Sn[j].
In case u is in a substar Sn[i], i = 1, Step 1 constructs at most two paths from u to
. If the node i() is in S−n , since i() is in Sn[i], by Lemma 3.1, we can construct
in time O(kin+n) a path Qv in S−n ∩Sn[i] from u to i() (where v is the second node
on Qv) such that at most two edges in Qv do not follow the sp-rules, where ki6 n−3
is the number of nodes removed from Sn[i]. The path Qv plus the edge [i(); ] gives
a path Pv of length bounded by dist(u)+4 in which all internal nodes are in Sn[i]. We
show that the path Pv can be constructed without intersecting a (u′; j)-bridging path
from u, for any neighbor u′ = v of u and any j = 1; i. Suppose, for a contradiction,
that Pv intersects such (u′; j)-bridging paths. Let w be the last node on Pv that belongs
to such a (u′; j)-bridging path Qu′ from u. Note that the neighbor u′ of u is uniquely
determined by the node w since for two diQerent neighbors u′ and u′′ of u in Sn[i],
a (u′; j′)-bridging path and a (u′′; j′′)-bridging path have no common nodes except u.
Now, if we let Pu′ be the subpath of Qu′ from u to w plus the subpath of Pv from w
to , then it is not hard to see that the length of the path Pu′ is not larger than the
length of the path Pv, and that the path Pu′ does not intersect any (u′′; j′′)-bridging
path from u for any neighbor u′′ = u′ of u and for any j′′ = 1; i.
If the neighbor u1 = i(u) of u is in S−n (note u1 is also in Sn[1]), consider the
n−2 pairs (j(u1); j()) of neighbors of u1 and , where j = 1; i. Since at most n−3
nodes are removed from Sn, one of these pairs (j(u1); j()) has both nodes in S−n .
By Lemma 3.1, a path Q1 from j(u1) to j() can be constructed in the substar Sn[j]
in time O(kjn+n) such that at most two edges of Q1 do not follow the sp-rules, where
kj6 n− 3 is the number of nodes removed from Sn[j]. Now the concatenation of the
path [u; u1; j(u1)], the path Q1, and the edge [j(); ] gives a path in S−n from u to 
of length bounded by dist(u) + 8 in S−n . Note that this path is obviously node-disjoint
with the path constructed in Step 1.2.1.
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Now we consider Step 3 of the algorithm.
Case 3.1: The node u is in Sn[1].
For each pair (h(u); j()) formed in Step 2, the nodes h() and j(u) must be
removed: otherwise the index h or j would have been picked in Step 1.1.
We construct a path Qhj from u to j() by concatenating a (h(u); j)-bridging path
from u to Sn[j] with a path Q′j entirely in the substar Sn[j]. Note that such a path Qhj
contains one node in Sn[1], besides u, and all other nodes in Sn[h] and Sn[j]. We say
that a node u1 = u in Sn[1] is used if u1 has been used by a path constructed by the
algorithm. Inductively, assume that for r pairs of neighbors of u and  constructed in
Step 2, the r node-disjoint paths have been constructed. We consider the (r+1)st pair
(h(u); j()).
Each (h′(u); j′()) of the previous r pairs implies two removed nodes, the nodes
h′() and j′(u), and one used node in Sn[1]. Also notice that the paths constructed
in Step 1.1 do not use any nodes in Sn[1]. Thus, the number of removed nodes in the
sets Sn[1], Sn[h], and Sn[j] is at most (n− 3)− 2r = n− 2r − 3. Let kj be the number
of removed nodes in Sn[j], kj6 n− 2r − 3.
Case 3.1.A: there is a non-divergent (h(u); j)-bridging path Phj for u that contains
no used nodes. By deHnition, at most two edges before the last edge on Phj do not
follow the sp-rules. Consider the last edge [v′; v′′] on Phj.
If the edge [v′; v′′] follows the sp-rules, then the path Phj has at most two edges not
following the sp-rules. By Lemma 3.1, we can construct a path Q′j in the substar Sn[j]
from v′′ to j() in time O(kjn+n) with at most two edges not following the sp-rules.
Now the concatenation of the (h(u); j)-bridging path Phj, the path Q′j, and the edge
[j(); ] gives a path Pj from u to  with at most 4 edges not following the sp-rules,
whose length is bounded by dist(u) + 8.
If the edge [v′; v′′] does not follow the sp-rules, then the path Phj may have three
edges not following the sp-rules. Since v′ is in Sn[1], its primary cycle is trivial. Now
since v′′ is in Sn[j] and the edge [v′; v′′] does not follow the sp-rules, the primary
cycle of v′′ must be (j1). By Lemma 3.1, a path Q′j from v
′′ to j() in Sn[j] can
be constructed in time O(kjn + n) with at most one edge not following the sp-rules.
Now the concatenation of the (h(u); j)-bridging path Phj, the path Q′j, and the edge
[j(); ] gives a path Pj from u to  with at most 4 edges not following the sp-rules,
whose length is bounded by dist(u) + 8.
Therefore, in Case 3.1.A, for the pair (h(u); j()), in time O(kjn + n), we can
always construct a path Pj with no used nodes and of length bounded by dist(u) + 8
from node u to node  in the graph S−n . This path is node-disjoint with all previ-
ously constructed paths since the part extended from the (h(u); j)-bridging path Phj
is entirely in the substar Sn[j] that is not used by any other paths.
Case 3.1.B: all non-divergent (h(u); j)-bridging paths contain used nodes.
There are totally n− 2 (h(u); j)-bridging paths from u in Sn[j]. Suppose that q′ of
them contain either removed nodes or used nodes, and that q = n − 2 − q′ of them
contain neither removed nodes nor used nodes. We Hrst show q¿ 0.
Assume q = 0, so q′ = n − 2. Since any two (h(u); j)-bridging paths from u have
only the nodes u and h(u) in common and at most n− 3 nodes are removed from Sn,
there are q′1 of the n− 2 (h(u); j)-bridging paths, q′1¿ 0, containing only used nodes.
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Each of the rest q′2 = q
′ − q′1 = n − q′1 − 2 (h(u); j)-bridging paths contains at least
one removed node. Thus, at least q′1 paths have been constructed by the algorithm
for q′1 pairs (note that each constructed path uses exactly one node in Sn[1]). Each
(h′(u); j′()) of these q′1 pairs implies two removed nodes j′(u) and h′(). Thus,
the total number of removed nodes in the n-star graph Sn would have been at least
q′2 + 2q
′
1 = n+ q
′
1 − 2¿n− 3, contradicting the assumption that at most n− 3 nodes
are removed from Sn. This shows q¿ 0, i.e., there is at least one (h(u); j)-bridging
path in S−n containing no used nodes.
By the assumption, the q (h(u); j)-bridging paths with no used nodes in S−n are all
divergent. By Lemma 3.2, these q (h(u); j)-bridging paths can be extended into q paths
from u to j() with at most 4 edges not following the sp-rules. The constructed paths
contain no used nodes since the extended part of each path is entirely in the substar
Sn[j]. Moreover, no two of these q paths share a node that is not u, h(u), and j().
We claim that at least one of these q extended paths contains no removed nodes. To
the contrary, if each of these q extended paths contains at least one removed nodes,
then the total number of removed nodes in the sets Sn[1], Sn[i], and Sn[j] is at least
q + (q′ − r) = n − r − 2¿n − 2r − 3 (recall that r is the number of paths that have
been constructed by the algorithm so far. Thus, among the q′ (h(u); j)-bridging paths
that contain either removed nodes or used nodes, at least q′ − r of them must contain
removed nodes). This contradicts the fact that there are at most n − 2r − 3 removed
nodes in the sets Sn[1], Sn[i], and Sn[j].
Thus, an extended path Q′hj from u to j() in S
−
n without used nodes can be
constructed. This path Q′hj plus the edge [j(); ] gives a path Pj from u to  with
no used nodes and with at most 4 edges not following the sp-rules. Thus, the length
of Pj is bounded by dist(u) + 8. Moreover, Pj can be constructed in time O(kjn+ n)
by tracing at most kj + 1 of the extended paths from u to j(). Finally, this path is
node-disjoint with all previously constructed paths since its extended part is entirely in
Sn[j], which is not used by any other paths.
Case 3.2: The node u is in a substar Sn[i], i = 1.
In this case, the node u has one neighbor in Sn[1], and n− 2 neighbors in Sn[i] (see
Fig. 1). Note that if the neighbor i(u) of u in Sn[1] is in S−n , then a path from u
to  via i(u) has been constructed in Step 1.2.2. Thus, we only need to consider the
neighbors of u that are in Sn[i].
Again we assume that the algorithm has constructed r paths from u to  by extending
r bridging paths from u. Consider the (r + 1)st pair (h(u); j()).
Since the n-star graph contains no cycle of length less than 6 (see, for example,
[7,8]), two neighbors of u share no common neighbors except u. Let u1 and u2 be
two neighbors of u in Sn[i]. Since no two nodes in Sn[i] have the same neighbor in
Sn[1] and no two nodes in Sn[1] have the same neighbor in Sn[j], a (u1; j1)-bridging
path and a (u2; j2)-bridging path share no common nodes except u for any j1 and
j2. Therefore, for the previous r paths from u to  constructed by the algorithm by
extending bridging paths from u, none of them would intersect a (u′; j)-bridging path.
Thus, no (u′; j)-bridging path contains used nodes.
Thus, if there is a non-divergent (h(u); j)-bridging path Phj without removed nodes,
we can extend the path Phj, in the way of Case 3.1.A, into a path Pj from u to  such
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that the length of the path Pj is bounded by dist(u) + 8 and the extended part of Pj
is entirely in Sn[j]. On the other hand, if all non-divergent (h(u); j)-bridging paths
contain removed nodes, then, as in Case 3.1.B, we can extend at least one divergent
(h(u); j)-bridging path from u into a path Pj from u to  such that the length of Pj
is bounded by dist(u) + 8 and the extended part of Pj is entirely in Sn[j].
This completes the veriHcation that the min{degf (u); degf ()} paths constructed by
the algorithm are node-disjoint and have length bounded by dist(u) + 8.
Now we discuss the running time of the algorithm M-connectivity.
Each path is constructed by the algorithm by searching a proper path in a speciHc
substar Sn[j], which takes time O(kjn+ n), where kj is the number of removed nodes
in the substar Sn[j]. No substar is used in extending more than one such a path.
Therefore, the time complexity for constructing all these paths is bounded by O(k2n+
k3n+ · · ·+knn+n(n−1))=O(n2) since by our assumption, the number k2+k3+ · · ·+kn
of removed nodes is bounded by n − 3. Thus, the time complexity of the algorithm
M-connectivity is bounded by O(n2).
The following example shows that the bound on the path length in Theorem 4.1
is actually almost optimal. Consider the n-star graph Sn. Let the source node be u =
(21), here we have omitted the trivial cycles in the cycle structure. Then dist(u) = 1.
Suppose that no neighbors of u and of  are removed. By Theorem 4.1, there are n−1
node-disjoint paths in S−n from u to . Thus, for each i, 36 i6 n, the edge [u; ui],
where ui=(i21), leads to one Pi of these node-disjoint paths. Note that the edge [u; ui]
does not follow the sp-rules. Now suppose that the n− 3 nodes (i2)(1) are removed,
for i=3; 4; : : : ; n− 1. Then the third node on the path Pi must be vi = (ji21) for some
j = 1; 2; i, and the edge [ui; vi] does not follow the sp-rules. Since the only edge from
vi that follows the sp-rules is the edge [vi; ui], the next edge [vi; wi] on Pi again does
not follow the sp-rules. Now since all the Hrst three edges on Pi do not follow the
sp-rules, by Remark 1, dist(wi) = dist(u) + 3 = 4, and the path Pi needs at least four
more edges to reach . That is, the length of the path Pi is at least 7 = dist(u) + 6.
Thus, with n− 3 removed nodes, among any n− 1 node-disjoint paths from u to , at
least n− 3 of them must have length larger than or equal to dist(u)+6, which is very
close to the bound dist(u) + 8 we gave in Theorem 4.1.
The situation above seems a little special since the distance dist(u) from u to  is
very small. In fact, even for large distance nodes u, it is still possible to construct
examples in which any set of a maximum number of node-disjoint paths connecting
u and  contains at least one path of length at least dist(u) + 6. We leave this to the
interested readers.
5. Conclusion
Strong Menger-connectivity is a natural extension of the maximal connectivity on
regular graphs, and has direct applications in network fault tolerance and network
parallel routing. Since one of the motivations of network parallel routing is to provide
alternative routing paths when failures occur, strong Menger-connectivity can also be
regarded as the study of fault tolerance in networks with faults. In this paper, we
demonstrated that the recently proposed star graphs are strongly Menger-connected.
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We presented an algorithm of running time O(n2) that for two given non-faulty nodes
u and v in the n-star graph Sn with at most n−3 faulty nodes, constructs the maximum
number (i.e., min{degf (u); degf (v)}) of node-disjoint fault-free paths from u to v such
that the length of the paths is bounded by dist(u; v)+8. We showed that the length of
the paths constructed by our algorithm is almost optimal. The time complexity of our
algorithm is optimal since each path from u to v may have length as large as (n),
and there can be as many as n− 1 node-disjoint paths from u to v.
We should mention that Rescigno [17] recently developed a randomized parallel rout-
ing algorithm on star graphs with faults, based on the information dispersal algorithm
(IDA) [16]. The algorithm in [17] is randomized; thus it does not always guarantee
the maximum number of node-disjoint paths. Moreover, in terms of the length of the
constructed paths and running time of the algorithm, our algorithm seems also to have
provided signiHcant improvements.
The study of strong Menger-connectivity shows another advantage of the star graphs
over other popular network structures. In particular, the orthogonal partition of the
star graphs [7], which decomposes the n-star graph into n − 1 (n − 1)-substars plus
an independent set, seems very convenient for construction of node-disjoint paths: we
basically can construct a path in each separated substar, ensuring that the constructed
path is node-disjoint from other paths. Other popular network topologies, such as the
hypercubes, do not seem to have this nice decomposition structure. For example, in the
construction of node-disjoint paths in a hypercube with faults, we seemed not able to
construct each path using a separated subcube, which has made the construction more
involved [15].
Further studies on the theoretical and algorithmic issues for strong Menger-
connectivity on general graphs should be interesting. The complexity of the strong
Menger-connectivity problem on general graphs is unknown. Of course, if the graph
G is d-regular with d a bounded constant, then the strong Menger-connectivity of
G can be decided in polynomial time, by enumerating all possible removals of at
most d − 2 nodes and checking the st-connectivity for each remaining node pair.
This gives an algorithm whose time complexity is a high degree polynomial even
for moderate value d. Can we do better than this? On the other hand, the strong
Menger-connectivity problem is unlikely to be NP-hard, since its complementing prob-
lem “Is a given graph not strongly Menger-connected” is in NP (this fact is given by
the following non-deterministic algorithm: for a given graph G, guess a set Sf of no
more than d−2 faulty nodes in G and guess a pair of non-faulty nodes u and v in the
remaining graph Gf , then verify, in polynomial time, that the st-connectivity of u and
v is strictly smaller than min{degf (u); degf (v)}). Thus, the NP-hardness of the strong
Menger-connectivity would imply an unlikely consequence NP = coNP.
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